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Presidents Message: Thank you PFLI for the successful and amazing “ Photorama”
event in October! It was my first time at the Planting Fields, and what a great turn out it
was! There were many tables setup for various still life settings. The studio setups with
models in costumes were fantastic! Also there were Birds, including Tropical and birds of
prey. Two field trips and of course refreshments. There was an abundance of photo
opportunities everywhere. Gardens and trails with autumns best to enlighten us all!
Because of the light turnout at our last Photo competition, I would like to
encourage all our members to participate in our monthly digital competition.
Please contact our competition chairperson, Bernie Gellman or myself
(tonycop1@msn.com, ) if you have any questions on submitting your images.
I believe that going to our meetings with enriched programs and photo
competitions is where you learn and grow in photography
Looking forward to see you all next time. Tony Coppeta

IN THIS ISSUE:
Members Stuff =Pg 2,3, 4 Standings =Pg5
Images of Month = Pg 6 Russ Burden Tips = Pg 7
PFLI scores = Pg 8.

5th– Competition: -Judge: LOU COHEN from cameta camera
19th—7:15 Aspect Ratio -Helen Repstad
7:30 Creating Photo Art in Photoshop—JoAnn Gazola

3rd– Competition: -Judge::Roman Kurywczak http://roaminwithroman.com/
17th— 7:15 Black & White—Eugene Kolomatsky
31th— No Meeting

PFLI SCHEDULE
:http://www.www.pflionline.com/Sche
dule.html
The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with
third-parties. Your use of third-party websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright ©2014 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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Oakland Lake to close for one year
From the Queens Courier: The Parks Department closed Oakland Lake
Park in Bayside last week to begin a huge one-year construction project.
The project will include the installation of stone swales (similar to
bioswales), cleaning the drainage system and planting new native
wetland plants, according to the Parks Department.
The $2.5 million project’s aim is to improve water quality by reducing the
amount of sewage water seeping into the lake during rainstorms, but
some park-goers believe that closing the whole section of the park is a
drastic move and it will leave many in the community at a loss for
recreational activities.
Sad news for our many members who enjoy shooting fall colors or
swans or snow etc at this location. Lets hope its all prettied up by next
fall. By the way the photo at right & my IOM last month (pg 6) were
both taken here. Joe

Joe Crupi

Ron Caldwell, President of Suncoast Camera Club, by Dorothy Gist
In October 2011 Ron Caldwell, a life member and former president of FCC, relocated to Palm Harbor, Florida, with his family.
Later other family members followed. There’s now a strong Caldwell Clan in Palm Harbor
In September 2012, Ron visited the Suncoast Camera Club (SCC) with 60 members; it’s highly compe ve, greatly involved with all
its ac vi es … and he became a member. At least half of their members are PSA members and many have been published in the
PSA Journal. The President asked Ron to Chair the Special Events Commi ee: it handles field trips: other than local trips. He is
par cipa ng in the digital compe ons and in 2013 he won the Electronic Image category for Best of the Year award. As the Best
of the Year winner, he advanced to the AA class (similar to Salon/Honor). Last year he was elected Vice President for Programs.
At the October 2014 SCC mee ng, Ron was elected President, Suncoast Camera Club. With his three years as a Florida resident
and his two years in the Suncoast CC, he has made great strides and accomplished much.
Let’s Celebrate!
That’s Ron at left, the woman in the middle is Liz Rylan, the current president of
SUNCOAST, and the fellow to her right is Nick Muskovac, a long-time member of

www.suncoastcameraclub.org
SCC judged 2nd in world for small clubs by PSA.
the SUNCOAST club (photo from website)

THE SELECTED SUBJECT FOR NEXT MAY’S COMP IS PATTERNS: Look for a definition on page 4 or visit this website. But
remember its your image and imagination so don't be restricted by other images you may see only become inspired by them.
http://digital-photography-school.com/using-repetition-and-patterns-in-photography/
FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK:
Well many of us got up early on October 8th to see and perhaps to photograph the “Blood Moon” that was
so talked about. Unfortunately, as so often happens, mother nature here in the north east had other ideas.
The cloud formations blocked out the moon. Not that it was great consolation but there were some
attractive reddish pink clouds about. Anyway, there will be more opportunities coming soon so stay tuned.
Wishing you all “reasons to be thankful “—Happy Thanksgiving...Joe Crupi
HAPPY HALLOWEEN
A journalist photographer was caught out in a rain shower when he saw a dark gloomy house.
While he was drying off in the house he heard scary sounds and saw a ghost coming towards
him. He grabbed his camera to take pictures. The ghost asked him what he was doing, he
said “I just want to take your picture for the newspaper.” The ghost was glad for the exposure
and posed for the photographer. When his film was all done he thanked the ghost and
rushed to his office to get the film developed. When he saw the results he was terribly
disappointed that they all came out black – they were all underexposed.The moral of the
story is: The spirit was willing but the flash was weak.
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ALL IN THE FAMILY
Dorothy got this from Joe

Mancher: FCC Life Member who lives in Florida.

His son, Mark Mancher and Mark's daughter, Katie, will have this exhibit - "Street Light" - in NYC.
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Some photographers have much to share...
At our October 29th meeting Bernie Gellman was in the 15 minute slot
once again..
This time he informed us of the proper ways to “Dodge & Burn” in
Photoshop and Elements. He instructed us on which procedure to use for
black & white and which was appropriate for used in color images.
Nice job Bernie

Also on that night our featured presenter was Harvey Augenbraun
from the Bronx Botanical Zoological. On this visit he explained his
methods for capturing those fantastic bird images of his. He even
threw in a plug for a photo tour of France he is leading. I am sure
many went home with the idea of purchasing bird feeders and
sunflower seeds. One can only hope to photograph something
close to those winning images he presented at Amherst.

Our subject for the May 2015 Competition is Patterns

Patterns:

Darren Rowse ithe editor and founder of Digital Photography
While repetition in the humdrum of daily life can at times be a little boring – capturing it in your photography can create
an image with real impact.
Life is filled with patterns – many of which we overlook due to the business of our days – however once you get an eye
for spotting them (and it takes being intentional and some practice) you’ll be amazed by what you see and you’ll
wonder why you didn’t incorporate them into your photography before.
When it comes to capturing repetition in photography a couple of techniques come to mind – you can
either emphasize it or break it. Let me explain with a few examples:
Emphasize the Patterns
Filling your frame with a repetitive pattern can give the impression of size and large numbers. The key to this is to
attempt to zoom in close enough to the pattern that it fills the frame and makes the repetition seem as though it’s
bursting out (even if the repetition stops just outside of your framing).
Some examples of this technique might include faces in a crowd, bricks on a wall, a line of bicycle wheels all on the
same angle etc. Almost any repeated appearance of objects could work
Breaking Patterns
The other common use of repetition in photography is to capture the interruption of the flow of a pattern. For example
you might photograph hundreds of red M&Ms with one blue one.
Sometimes you’ll find these broken patterns naturally appearing around you and on other occasions you might need to
manipulate the situation a little and interrupt a pattern yourself.
Broken repetition might include adding a contrasting object (color, shape, texture) or removing one of the repeating
objects
Pay particular attention to where in your frame to place the break in the pattern. It might be that the rule of thirds
comes in to play here an example might be to simply place a red bead slightly higher or lower in the frame of other
colored beads
Also consider your focal point in these shots – the broken pattern might be a logical spot to have everything focused
sharply.
Dennis Golin adds that to qualify the pattern must be nearly the entire picture not just part of it.
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Standings
a er Comp
#2, October
1, 2014
Judge: Mike
DiRenzo

B Group

Points

Entries

Salon
Group

IOM

Uris McKay

8

4

1

Andy Silver

8

4

0

Georgina Eng

6

2

1

6

4

0

5

4

0

Belle Smith

4

2

0

Norman Eng
Eugene
Kolmatsky

3

2

0

3

2

0

Matsuyarma
Tsunemasa
Bernie
Gellman

Points

Joe
Crupi
Mike
Sender
Bernie
Huang
Tom
Mrwik
Lucy
Pearce
Marty
Fleischer

Entries

IOM

11

4

1

11

4

1

11

4

0

7

4

0

7

4

0

6

4

0

Image of the Month: "Walk Into Fall" by Joe Crupi

Image of the Month: "Gislaine" by Uris McKay

Crea ve Group

A Group
Adam Holstein

10

4

1

Helen Repstad

9

4

1

Roy Woelfel

9

4

0

John Bara a

8

4

0

Rich DeDalto

8

4

0

Tony Coppeta

8

4

0

Image of the Month: "Peony" by Helen Repstad

Stats compiled by Marty Fleischer

Bernie Gellman

9

3

2

John Bara a

8

4

0

Roy Woelfel

7

4

0

Tony Coppeta

6

4

0

Image of the Month: "Twilight Zone" by Bernie Gellman
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Bernie Gellman Creative

“Twilight Zone”

Helen Repstad A Group “Peony”

Joe Crupi Salon Group

Uris McKay

B Group

“Gislaine”

“Walk into Fall”
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Russ Burden Tips

Thank You Nature Photography

Not too long ago, somebody asked me how photography impacted my life. As the wheels in my head began to spin, the person
added a guideline and limited me to one sentence. Impossible ‐ and it lead to many hours of dialogue. There’s no way I could
narrow down all the ways into a single sentence. It was a great conversa on and it made the five and half hour car ride go by in a
flash. My focus on photography is nature, people and travel, but just about any subject ma er can be subs tuted for what’s to
follow. So I pose the same ques on to you that appears in the opening ‐ give it some thought as you read on.
Photography brought me places to where I otherwise may not have traveled. Was it the act of acquiring pictures that drove me to
the loca on or was it the lure of the loca on? It doesn’t ma er ‐ the point is I got to enjoy the place and capture its memories. It
taught me to appreciate the beauty of gorgeous light and revel in it even if I didn’t have my camera. I have many files locked in my
head that can never be transferred to the computer. The key is I have the gi of owning those files and I can recall them when I
want. It’s made me appreciate the beauty of a gorgeous sunrise, magnificent building, rolling hillside, na ve person of the country
I visit, and so much more. I always view the world as if I have a camera to my eyes and I’m constantly pressing the shu er.
Whether it’s at 50mph and I watch the scenery or sit at home watch the light through my window, my camera eyes show me the
beauty in everything.
Photography has given me long las ng friendships and I look forward to establishing new ones with other photographers I’ve yet
to meet. The camaraderie among photographers is unrivaled and it’s proven by the rela onships I’ve formed. It’s provided me the
opportunity to capture a millisecond in me and freeze it forever to share. My camera is the vehicle I use to share these precious
moments. Once I make a photo, that moment can never be taken away. I own it and it’s preserved forever ‐ that’s powerful! What
else is out there that allows this ‐ nothing.
My camera is an extension of my hand and my lens is an extension of my eyes. They both provide therapy in the form of stress
relief every me I’m out in the field. When I lead one of my week or ten day nature photo tours and by the second day I’ve
already forgo en the date or the day of the week, it’s a testament to its validity. Every sunset helps calm the nerves. Every sunrise
eases the tension. Every click of the shu er loosens another muscle. It’s stress relief that’s essen al to reduce the stress to meet
an editor’s deadline, worry over selling enough photos to pay bills, and doing the mandatory oﬃce stuﬀ that’s part of the job.
Photography is not a job for me, it’s a passion.
With regards to a job, photography has provided me with a life where I don’t feel as if I work. There are those mes of stress as
stated above, but knowing it allows me to do what I want, do something I feel passionate about, and that I can get out in the field
and relax, I wouldn’t have it any other way. It’s given me an educa on about the geology and wildlife I photograph. The
knowledge I’ve acquired about animals allows me to understand them and be able to predict their behavior. Staying one step
ahead of them to capture that perfect moment is powerful. Have you ever had an encounter with a wild animal where they allow
you to enter their world, accept you as a non threat and come back with great images as a result? If not, you don’t know what
you’re missing. It’s a connec on unlike anything you’ve ever experienced.

http://www.russburdenphotography.com/

www.takegreatpictures.com

Photography is an avenue to make connections. The
connections may be with other photographers, events, a
gorgeous scene, people in general, a city, etc. It provides a path
that opens doors to the unknown future. Will the light be
gorgeous tomorrow? Will the animals be there when I drive the
road? Will the city be teeming with life? Will any subject that I
want to photograph be washed with beautiful light? It’s also an
avenue to document history. For the first year of my son’s life, I
made at least a single photo of him every day and wrote down
what motivated me to do so. At the end of his first year, I put
together an album with one photo from each day along with a
caption. It’s an album I’ll treasure forever. Photography is a form
of hope. I hope that my enthusiasm stimulates others to feel the
same as I do. I hope it’s contagious and others catch my photo
fever so they, too, can see the world through the same eyes I
do and appreciate its magnificence. I hope my nature photos
have changed at least one person’s mind to realize how
important it is to protect land and wildlife habitats. I hope that
more people take the time to appreciate the wonder of nature to
relieve stress in their own lives - even if it’s only for the duration
of time they’re out in the field.
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PFLI - OCTOBER SCORES
Submitted by Helen Repstad
JCRUPI

Walk into Fall

23

msender

whiskers

23

dgolin

scion bristle cone

22

hrepstad

Peony.

22

tmrwik

Coming around the bend

22

AdamH

Brooklyn Bridge B&W

23

adsilver

Year Of Horse Tuba Player

23

JBARATTA

On_The_Water

23

TonyC

Ferocious

23

BELL

Rain Drops

22

Bhuang

share-photo

22

ggyimesi

WTC 1995

22

mfleischer

The Business Circle

22

RichardD

Fireworks on Icebergs

22

Rwoelfel

Colorfull Balloons

22

UMcKay

Roger

22

Bgellman

3_Ducks

21

lpearce

Yellow Hibiscus

21

Matt

Tranquility

21

neng

Nishikori

21

Bgellman

boy

20

JBARATTA

Mixed Up Kid

20

TonyC

Self Portrait

20

Rwoelfel

Rose in a Glass

19

GENEK

BeachToeNails

19

The Photographic Federation of Long Island is a
voluntary non-profit organization of 21 camera
clubs from Nassau and Suffolk counties and the
5 boroughs of NYC and is dedicated to the
enjoyment and advancement of photography.
As you may know FCC has been a long time
member of PFLI and participates in its monthly
competition. Each month FCC along with the 21
other PFLI clubs submit images to be scored by a
3 judge panel. A perfect score is 27.
Images from our FCC monthly competition are
selected by the committee to be entered in PFLI.
The most recent results are at the left. You can
visit PFLI ‘s website at :
:http://pflionline.com/Welcome.html

In October we were pleased once again to be entertained by
the great John Brokos. John has received may awards and is
one of the most consistent winners at PFLI competitions.
This photographer wowed us with his presentations on the
Amish Country where he has photographed extensively and
then on the Cape Ann area where he has lead several tours.
Not only were his images magnificent but his many
suggestions can only inspire all of us to visit those locations
and to improve our photography.

